This kit is for use on 2001 Dakota/Durango vehicles that have a central timer module. These vehicles can be identified by checking the center wire on the headlamp connector:

2001 vehicles have a BLACK wire in the middle position on both sides of the vehicle.

1999/2000 vehicles have a RED/TAN or a RED/LIGHT GREEN wire and should use the 63396 kit on vehicles without DRL's or 63404 with DRL's.

Follow the instructions in the mount box for installing the headlamp plug-in harness. Make the connections to the four headlamp relays as shown in the diagram included with this kit. Revision 3 and later plug-in harness 63413 has a dark blue wire terminated with a fully insulated blade (male) that is not used in this installation.
2001 and LATER DAKOTA and DURANGO with DUAL HB-5
63412 HARNESS KIT and 9-PIN HEADLAMPS

2001 and LATER DAKOTA and DURANGO with DUAL HB-5
63412 HARNESS KIT and 9-PIN HEADLAMPS

DRL's - Replace brown wire connections at relays with DRL Kit pink connectors.

THE RELAY SHOWN IS NOT ENERGIZED
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